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Chapter 1 Qentinel PaceTM
Qentinel Pace is a robotic software testing product that scales up along with your business. It comes
with a ready to run infrastructure, however it integrates seamlessly with your CI/CD pipeline and
provides you with metrics and insights that allow you to manage your progress and make the
required decisions timely.
Below are definitions of a few important terms that you will encounter using Qentinel PaceTM:
Organization: An entity that owns Qentinel PaceTM subscription. Members/users of Qentinel PaceTM
within an organization are under the same access management.
Projects: The initiatives within Qentinel PaceTM wherein robotic software testing can be conducted.
An organization can have unlimited number of projects.
Robots: The software robots that can run tests and/or collect metrics.
Suite: A suite is an entire repository containing a file or a combination of files containing tests.
Quality Intelligence: Information provided by your Quality Intelligence dashboard to obtain insights
on what you need to fix and improve.
Value Creation Model™: The cause-effect illustration of the key metrics that you need to manage to
achieve your goals.

Structure within Qentinel PaceTM
Qentinel PaceTM is structured into organizations. Typically, a user belongs to one organization. An
organization can have numerous projects under it. And each project can in turn have one or many
Robots and Quality Intelligence dashboards. A project can have one of the following:
1. Robots and Quality Intelligence
2. Only Quality Intelligence
The users under an organization can be granted edit or view access rights to one or many projects.

Help
You can always write us at servicedesk@qentinel.com for any issues that you might face. Also ‘?’ on
the top right corner of a dialog box is a direct link to that topic specific help article.
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Chapter 2 Log in To Get Started
Qentinel Pace is a Software as a Service (SaaS) product and can be accessed through any device with
an internet connection on it. Open the browser of your preference and navigate to Qentinel Pace by
entering https://pace.qentinel.com.
Once you have bought a subscription from Qentinel or one of the suppliers, your organization is
created in Qentinel PaceTM. Should your organization use Microsoft Azure AD (the same as in
Microsoft Office 365 cloud service) authentication, you can log in with your familiar Microsoft
business account credentials. Otherwise, Qentinel or the suppliers can provide you with separate
user credentials.
For logging in with Microsoft Azure AD credentials, please click on the Azure AD option in blue color
on the right-hand side of the screen.

For logging in with non-Azure AD credentials, please use the left-hand side of the screen for entering
your user credentials, as provided by Qentinel or the suppliers.
First time users will be asked to provide consent for privacy and security policy.
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Chapter 3 Home Page
Congratulations on your successful log in! You should be navigated to Qentinel Pace home page.
When logging in for the first time your homepage will look empty and it will ask you to assign a
dashboard to your homepage. Should you have one at that point of time, go ahead and set it or you
could do that later. Good to note that you can always re-assign a different dashboard as your
homepage.
Before we jump in further let’s have a quick look at the key elements of your home page.
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Further scrolling down will lead you to the bottom of the page, which looks like the picture below.
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Description of the home page:
1. Home page button: Qentinel’s logo on the top left is the home button. Clicking the home
page should navigate you to your home page view, i.e. the view you would see after logging
in.
2. Qentinel Pace: That’s our lovely product that you are using.
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3. Projects: The briefcase icon on the top-right represents projects. You will be navigated to
projects’ page, wherein a list of all the projects you have access to is displayed.
4. Quality Intelligence: The analytics icon on the top right is the link to all the Quality
Intelligence dashboards you have access to. You can configure your homepage to display any
of the available dashboards.
5. Profile: The top-rightmost icon should display your profile picture, if you have set one up. A
dropdown menu appears, which have bunch of options. More on the other options later, as
you might have noticed, you can logout by clicking on the logout option.

6. Quality Intelligence dashboard: The entire analytics section including the model at the
bottom right constitutes a Quality Intelligence dashboard. More on Quality Intelligence later.
7. Intercom: Click on this green intercom button to pop it open. This is a place where you can
look for articles by just typing a keyword e.g. projects. And as well initiate a new
conversation with us.
8. Change home page dashboard: You can customize your home view. You can select from any
of the dashboards available to you as your default home view. Should you not like the choice
of dashboards, you can modify it as many times as you wish.
9. Organization: That is the name of your organization.
10. Help: All the help articles can be accessed through Help as well.
11. About: Should you seek Qentinel’s security & privacy policy, click on About and you will be
navigated to the desired information.
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Chapter 4 Projects
Projects keep your organization’s test automation neat and sleek. Projects come with access
management wherein you can restrict who can view/edit a project. A few typical use cases for
creating separate projects are, demarcation between teams, separation between different
applications under test and in some cases collaboration.
By clicking on the briefcase icon on the top-right, you will be navigated to the Projects page. The
page consists of a list of projects that you have access to.
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Projects page description:
1. Quality Intelligence: Every project has its own dashboard; this is a direct link for your
project’s dashboard.
2. Robots: A robot icon in front of a project name tells us that the project has Robots enabled
into it and the icon serves as a quick link to the Robots page.
3. Name: Name of the project.
4. Type: Specifies the project as a Robotic Software Testing (Test Automation), Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) or Quality Intelligence(QI).
5. Owner: User who owns the project. Typically, the user who has created it.
6. Organization: Name of the organization the project belongs to.
7. + (Add a new project): Create a new project by clicking on the + icon.

I.

Creating a new project

Click on + icon on the Projects page to create a new project. Add project dialog should appear, as
shown below. The fields marked in red are mandatory.
Add project description:
1. Project name: Give your project a name.
2. Project type: Choose from Robotic Software Testing (Test Automation), Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) or Quality Intelligence (QI).
3. Description: Should you wish to add a description. This is not a mandatory field.
4. Source: You can link an existing dashboard to your project or create one for you from the
available templates.

Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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Clicking on save will finalize the project creation process.

II.

Project home page

For each project there is a home page that allows documenting the essential contact and project
information of the project.
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Project home page description:
1. Project title bar: Displays name and type of the project, and the project’s parent
organization. In this example, test automation project on Orientation org.
2. Edit: A project’s name, its description and the project specific dashboard can be edited at
any time through the edit option on the right of the projects name.
3. Delete: A project can be deleted by clicking on this option. Remember that all the project
specific data, Robots etc. will be lost, by deleting a project. Should you happen to do so
accidentally, please contact Qentinel or your supplier for help.
4. Robots: Quick navigation to Robots page.
5. Quality Intelligence: Quick navigation to project specific dashboard.
6. Permissions: The allowed permissions for each Project need to be specified on the project
home page for each person or access group. The permissions restrict the access for the
project. A user or a group of users can be granted either viewing rights or editing rights or no
rights at all. Permissions can be modified by clicking on the edit icon on the top-right of the
permission box.
7. Pull Services: Pull services fetch data from different sources, which is leveraged by Quality
Intelligence. A few typical data sources are Azure DevOps, Jira, Git etc. You can ignore it if
you are not configuring Qentinel Pace to fetch data from other sources.
8. Variable & Command Line Parameters: Here you can define global variables for the entire
project and also view or modify your personal variables. A typical personal variable is your
access token which you will generate while authenticating against a github or gitlab. A
typical project level variable could be a specific domain name, user credentials etc. for the
system under test, which you want to access in your entire project. It is best practice to
correctly mark sensitive information as sensitive by clicking on the eye icon. A sensitive
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information is obfuscated from all the logs.

9. Documents: Qentinel or Qentinel Pace’s supplier can upload specific documents here, which
are accessible on the specific projects page.
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Chapter 5 Robots
Robots are cloud entities capable of running one or more suites. They are created into Qentinel
cloud and they contain everything you need to execute and report robotic software tests.
You can think of each robot as a specialized software test engineer who knows how to carry out
certain kind of software testing. You can assign an identity, credentials, to a robot so it can log in
securely where needed – Qentinel Pace robots can keep secrets. Unlike human testers,
robots can run test suites in parallel, 24/7, and you can run several robots in parallel, too. A
typical robot would test a particular environment. For example, you can have a robot that tests
SAP on mobile and another robot testing SAP on web, or one robot testing staging environment
while another testing development environment.
Once a project of type robotic software testing (TA) or robotic process automation (RPA) is
created, Robots are enabled automatically. To navigate to the Robots page, click on the robot
icon from the list of projects or the project’s home page, as shown in the pictures below.

III.

Project’s Robots page

You are navigated to your project’s Robots’ page, which when empty looks like the picture below.
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Robots’ home page description
1. Add a robot: A fresh project does not have any Robot created by default. In order to create
one, click on the Add robot button.
2. Project’s Quality Intelligence dashboard: A fresh project does come with a Quality
Intelligence dashboard with it, if you have created one using the template. Otherwise, you
can assign any available dashboard to your project. This operation can as well be performed
from a project’s home page.

Adding a robot

IV.

By clicking on Add a robot button Add robot dialog box pops up, shown as below
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Description for adding a robot
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1. Robot name: A Robot must have a name, please enter any name which suits your/robot’s
purpose.
2. Robot description: A Robot must have a description. You can think of description as a
purpose for the Robot.
3. Run Environment: If you are deploying a full-fledged cloud based robotic software testing
solution, all your Robots would run in cloud environment. A static run environment is
needed if your system under test exists in a closed intranet and is not accessible through
cloud or if you need to connect to a physical device etc. However, for the purpose of this
document, we will restrict ourselves to cloud environment.
4. Robot Type: This option lets you choose the platform on which your application is hosted. A
web robot is used for testing web applications, should you wish to test a mobile application
in a cloud device farm, you could select BrowserStack or BitBar service providers. Should you
have an existing account you can configure them by yourselves, should you not have an
account with any of the service provider, Qentinel or the suppliers can assist you with
getting one.
a. Bitbar: Configuring Bitbar would require you to have a mobileApiKey. Remember to
mark your key sensitive, if you don’t want it to be exposed in your logs.

b. BrowserStack: Configuring BS would require you to have a username and password.
Remember to mark your user-credentials sensitive, if you don’t want them to be
exposed in your logs.

5. Variable: You can pass variable values to the test script. For instance, the following setting
would define the BROWSER variable to be set to Firefox. Any variable defined at a robot
level is available for all the suites under that specific robot. Like before, variables defined
Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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here could be marked as secret. A typical example for robot level secret variable would be
robot’s identity, username and password.

6. Command line parameter: You can change the default values by setting command line
options that control how test cases are executed and what outputs are generated. You can
pass command line options to the test runner so that Name presents the option and value
its value. For a list of useful command line parameter check the appendix. For instance, this
option set the values for -L option:

7. Help: You can look for a help article on Robots by clicking on the ‘?’. Remember you can
always look for help on intercom.
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Chapter 6 Suites
Robot is a cloud entity capable of running one or more suites. Suites carry information around the
actual tests to be executed. Please note that in context of Qentinel PaceTM a suite is an entire
repository which may contain a file or a combination of files containing test cases. Robots carry
information which is available to all the suites under them: name, description, run environment,
robot type, command line parameters etc.

I.

Creating a suite

A suite can be added by clicking on the + icon under a Robot as shown in the picture below.

Clicking on which should open a Add suite dialog box.
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You have a bunch of options here available to you depending on where your test case repository lies.
Qentinel Pace integrates with Qentinel Pace hosted GitLab, GitLab, GitHub and custom Git.
1. Qentinel hosted GitLab: Click here if your repositories are hosted at Qentinel’s GitLab
2. GitLab: Click here if your repositories are hosted at GitLab
3. GitHub: Click here if your repositories are hosted at GitHub
4. Custom Git: Click here if your repositories are hosted on some IP, local host or network. It’s
good to note that our editor does not work with custom Git. You will not be able to edit and
view test cases on the editor, however our robots can still execute your tests.
5. Starter Suite: You can spinoff a suite containing existing tests by clicking here. This is a good
starting point to get your first test cases run in Qentinel Pace and familiarize yourself with
testing in Qentinel Pace.
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Creating a suite with Qentinel hosted Gitlab, GitLab and GitHub
1. Click on the specific button, let’s say GitLab.
2. You will be asked to provide an access token. If you have already set this up, Qentinel Pace
will use your existing token.
3. Follow the steps mentioned in Appendix to generate an access token.
4. You will see a list of repositories that you either own or have access to.

5. Click Add to the repository you want to link your suite to.
6. This will auto-fill the suite form.

7. You can enable video streaming and recording of tests. This will enable robots to record and
live stream videos when they will execute the test cases.
Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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8. Similar to robots you can also pass suite specific variables and command line parameters.
9. Hit save.
Creating a suite with custom Git
1. Click on custom Git option
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2. Title bar: Holds information on the name of the Robot and its type under which a suite is
being created.
3. Suite name: A suite must have a name.
4. Repository details: Your tests exist in a version control; this is where you will configure
Qentinel PaceTM to fetch the tests.
a. Git URL: Repository address
b. Username: Username that has access to the repository
c. Password/Access token: Password or access token respective to the username.
d. Branch/Tag: By default, Qentinel PaceTM will fetch master branch of the repository,
should you wish any other branch, please mention it here.
5. Streaming and recording: This option enables a Robot to record or live stream test
execution. Please note that this option cannot be enabled later on, once a suite has been
created. Currently, live streaming works only for web testing, whereas recording works for
web and mobile testing.
6. Access/Configuration: Should you wish to pass additional parameters while executing a
suite, this is the place to configure them.
7. Help: Should you wish to access help specific to suite creation.
Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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II.

Browsing a suite

There exists a Project, which has a Robot, which in turn has a suite. Let’s click on a suite.
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Description within a suite:
1. Current suite: The emphasized orange color signifies that we are currently in that suite.
2. Title bar: Name of the current suite and its branch and the master branch of our repo
containing tests.
3. Suite options:
a. </> Editor: You can edit the suite in our online editor.
b. git: Quick link to the repository in git where your tests are located. This should open
in a new tab.
c. API options provides you with the API key that you would need should you want to
hook the suite into your Continuous Integration pipeline. This is something that your
team’s administrators would probably do.
d. Edit: Edit repository address and user credentials.
e. Delete: Deleting a suite.
4. Scheduling: Scheduled runs for the current suite can be configured here. Current options are
@hourly, @daily, @weekly, @monthly, yearly

5. Video recording: This option enables Robot to record videos of executed tests. You can
either record all videos, no videos or videos of only failed cases. The videos will be made
available to you in test results. Please note that this option is enabled while a suite is created
Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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and cannot be modified later on. As well, recording currently works only for web and mobile
testing.
6. Live streaming: This option enables Robot to live stream the test run. Please note that this
option is enabled while a suite is created and cannot be modified later on. As well, live
streaming currently works only for web testing.
7. Run: Should you wish to initiate a run manually for a particular suite, you would hit Run
button. Typically, you would configure a suite to run at a certain point of time or by a trigger
event.
8. Suite runs: History of suite run is contained here.
a. Graphical history: Columns showing the suite result history of the suite
b. ID: unique id of that suite run
c. Detailed logs: By clicking on the script icon next to a suite run id, you will be
navigated to the detailed log of that run. A brief snapshot is shown below

Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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d. Run time: Displays the time when this specific suite run was initiated. Clicking on a
specific run time opens result for that run on the right most pane, numbered 8.
e. Results: Shows a quick result in number of pass and fail.
f. Execution minutes: Shows the duration of suite run.
g. Branch/Tag: Tells which branch or tag of the repository was run.
h. Recording: Shows whether recording was on during the run and which option, as in
all, failed or none.
9. Results: Shows a quick summary of a suite run. In the above example result is open for suite
run ID 132, orange color of the run time.
a. Case: Name of the test case.
b. Duration: Time duration for running the test case.
c. Status: Pass or fail
d. Recording: If the video was recorded, it can be viewed by clicking on the camera
icon next to a case.
10. Latest run: Sheet like icon on the top left edge of a Robot, is a quick link to show latest run
results of all the suites under that Robot

Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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Chapter 7 Editor
Test cases written using PaceWords exist in a version control, most likely git. While creating a suite,
location of tests cases is made available to Robots. With Editor, you can add/delete/edit test cases,
create new files and folders, and commit the changes to version control by clicks and not typing git
commands. Please note that currently Editor is supported for repositories hosted on Qentinel’s
Gitlab, public Gitlab and public Github.
Editor is enabled after the suite is created. In order to view a suite in the editor, select that specific
suite and click on the editor option, as shown in the picture below.

Editor will open up, with the suite repository.
5
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Description of the Editor:
1. Repository structure: Alike with a typical editor, on the left-hand side you should see the
directory structure of the repository. Here you can add/delete a file or folder.
2. Editor area: It is where you can see files and make changes.
3. Commit message: Every modification in file must be submitted along with a commit
message. A brief message describing the changes made.
4. Save: Changes will be pushed back to the repo.
5. Full screen: Enter/Exit full screen mode of editor using this option.
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Chapter 8 Settings
At any point in Qentinel PaceTM, irrespective of which page you are at, you should be able to see
either your profile picture or a place holder for a picture at the top right of the screen, as show in
Chapter 3 Home Page and the picture below.

Clicking on which, a drop down box will appear.

I.

Profile

Clicking on profile will open your user profile.
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Here you can see the following information:
1. Profile picture
2. Edit profile
3. Your name
4. Company’s name
5. Your email address
6. Phone number

II.

Organization(s)

Organization(s) will display all the organizations you belong to. A typical user will belong to only one
organization.
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III.

Settings

Here you can add users to your organization and group them in user groups. This is something your
admin user would probably do. Nevertheless the process to do it is simple, click on settings.

To add user, click on the first icon from left and to group existing users, click on the second icon from
left.
Clicking on user will bring you to a list of all the users under that organization.

In order to edit or delete an existing user you can click on edit or delete options at the right end of a
user’s row. To dd a new user, click on the + at the top-right and fill in the required information for
the new user as shown below.

Word of caution, be careful with editing or deleting a user. It requires additional rights in order to
Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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perform these operations.
Grouping users to a user group is fairly simple operation. Go to settings and click on user group
option.

Here you see all the existing user groups. In order to create a new user group, click on the ‘+’ button
on the top right. Give a name to your new group and add users to it.

IV.

Help

Should you feel lost and wish for documentation, click on help either here or from the bottom of the
page. Please note, topic specific help is also made available by clicking on the ‘?’ icons, typically
located on the top-right corners. You can always make use of intercom to ask questions.

V.

Logout

As the name suggests, clicking here logs you out of the current session.
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Chapter 9 PaceWordsTM
In Qentinel Pace, test cases are written using PaceWords. PaceWords are keywords which are
developed and maintained by Qentinel. They enable you to write test cases with high readability,
usability and robustness.
PaceWords are platform agnostic keywords, which mean you can pretty much use the same
PaceWords to write test cases testing mobiles, browsers or native operating system applications.
The easiest way to get familiar with writing tests using PaceWords is to examine the starter’s
template.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a project
Create a robot
Create a suite
Click on Starter suite

A starter suite is created. Click on the editor icon </> to view the tests.
The recommended repository structure is show here. Typically, you will need resources folder and
test folder. File containing your keywords and locators reside under resources, whereas the actual
test cases reside under tests as .robot files.
Click on the tests folder and starter.robot file. You will see the test cases in editor. This are template
test cases following the best practices of creating tests. Feel free to execute them.

I.

An example test case

Test the global home page
[Documentation]
home page text.

[Tags]
Appstate

ClickText
ClickText

ClickText
VerifyText

Accepts the cookie policy, changes the location to 'Global'

and verifies

Home
home

Accept
Change location

Global
Robotic software testing. Qentinel Pace
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II.

Appstate

AppState is a pre-condition of a test case. It sets Application(s) under test to correct, known state.
First keyword of every test case is Appstate. It is a navigation system across different states in
system under test, or between separate applications. They are typically set under resources folder,
keywords.robot file.
Please note that PaceWords are continuously developed and maintained and hence refer to the
latest version of PaceWord documentation.
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Chapter 10 Quality Intelligence for DevOps
Quality in the context of Qentinel Pace is not just about bugs and conformance to requirements.
Quality is the ability to create value in four dimensions:
1. Product or technical quality, meeting the customer and regulatory requirements, is still very
important but not the whole picture of quality.
2. Benefits must emerge as the result of using the product.
3. Feeling, the experience of using the product, must be good. If the users don’t use the
product, the desired benefits will not be realized.
4. Some doing will change as the result when a new product or service gets deployed, and it
must change in a good way so that the expected benefits will be achieved. This is particularly
essential in digitalization initiatives.
Quality Intelligence is intelligence about value creation in all four dimensions above. Quality
Intelligence is Qentinel’s proprietary method for making value creation transparent, measurable,
and actionable. The aim of Quality Intelligence is to enable better, well informed, and timely
decisions. You apply Quality Intelligence to manage and assess IT investments, to lead R&D effort, to
optimize operational processes, and to many other purposes.

I.

Quality Intelligence for DevOps

You can model any problem using Quality Intelligence and find the right and actionable KPIs.
Qentinel PaceTM standard offering comes with a Quality Intelligence for DevOps, the integrations
however are not off the shelf yet. Below is a brief description on how Quality Intelligence can
provide you with a holistic view of your DevOps and tell you about the quality of your software
development.
The DevOps Value Creation Model below has been drawn using the DevOps cycle as the background
to provide a clear context for what we measure. The model shows how each phase in the process
creates value or imposes a risk for losing value. All nodes in the model are candidates for metrics.
The circles with green, yellow and red colors indicate that they are actually measured, and the traffic
light colors show the status vs. set targets. The causality chains can be used for identifying the
leading indicators that have a positive or negative impact to your goals. Blue arrows in the picture
denote positive (assumed) causality, so for instance when Production deployment frequency
increases, so does the Pace of value deliveries. Respectively, a red arrow means that the variables
move to the opposite direction. The higher is Technical debt, the lower is Sprint predictability.
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The actual metrics are defined for the nodes of the Value Creation Model. Some nodes are
measured by several metrics. In those cases, we can calculate an index score (0 – 100 – 200) where
100 represents the intended target level. The actual measurement scorecard, some metrics trees
opened, looks like this in Qentinel Pace™:

There are some key indices on top to give an overview of current state. All of them seem to be
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below 100 so this team has room for improvement in all areas. DevOps Value Creation Index is the
DevOps performance index calculated from all the metric trees i.e. from all four value paths and
metrics under them. There are separate index scores for the production environment, production
release and release candidate quality. The Value Paths for customer satisfaction to product/service
and velocity of value creation have their own indices, too. Release Candidate quality index is only
62.17 so there must be some major quality issues and therefore this release candidate must not be
deployed to production. A quick look at the Value Creation Model tells that there is at least a
security issue and technical quality is on ‘yellow’ so some metrics are not meeting the goals. With a
few clicks in the metrics tree we can find out that CPU usage is too high and service response times
are not within the acceptable control band. This kind of analyses are easy and fast to carry out now
that the metric causalities have been modeled into the Value Creation Model and the metrics have
been organized into hierarchic trees accordingly.
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Appendix 1. Adding a Gitlab Access Token.
Head to the "Settings" page in Gitlab click on "Access Tokens".

Give the token a name that will help you identify it later. This might come in handy if you create
multiple access tokens.
Check only the "api" option under the scope section, as we don't need anything more other than
this. Leave the "Expires at" blank and click on "Create personal access token".

This will create an access token that will Qentinel Pace to access your repository. Make sure to
copy/save this.

Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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Appendix 2. Supplier Organization
You belong to a supplier organization, when you have permission to sell Qentinel Pace subscriptions
or you work at Qentinel. In which case, you should see a handshake icon next to your profile picture
when you are logged in, just as shown below.

I.

Organizations

You can view all the organizations you have access to by either clicking on the handshake icon or
clicking on your profile picture and clicking on Organization(s). You can either be in a specific
organization or all organizations.
By being in a specific organization, you will only see projects and Quality Intelligence dashboards
that exist within that specific organization and are available to you. The organization that you are in
will be visible on the top-left as show in the pic below.

Should you wish to see all the projects and Quality Intelligence dashboards available to you in all the
organization, select All organizations by clicking at the handshake icon.

II.

Projects page

Clicking on the Project icon (briefcase) at the top-right next to your profile picture list will take you to
the Projects page. You will see a list of all the projects that are available to you within the
organization you currently are. If you wish to see a list of all the projects in all the organizations that
you have access to. Please click on the handshake icon and select All organizations. Now you should
see a list comprising of all the projects you have access to.

III.

Project creation

Towards the completion of a project creation you should get a Jenkins user credentials. Please keep
them safe somewhere, you will need them for configuring Jenkins jobs if the need be.

IV. Robots Page
Please note the difference between a typical user’s or a supplier’s view once the robots have been
created and a dashboard is linked to the project. Supplier has Jenkins option available right under
the Robot’s name, as shown in the picture. Should the supplier wish to modify/configure Jenkin’s
jobs corresponding to these robots, the user needs to click on the Jenkins icon and log in with the
user credentials created with the project creation. As well, supplier has additional information on
the machine and robot id.

Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.
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Appendix 3. Command Line Parameters
You could pass all the command line parameters that robot framework supports. Typically, you will
need a handful of those, below is a list of most used command line parameters:

-i, --include

Include test cases with tag name

-e, --exclude

Exclude test cases with tag name

-s, --suite

Run specific suite name

-t, --test

Run specific test case

-A, --argument file

Provide list of other parameters and variable values in a text file

Write to us at servicedesk@qentinel.com or reach out via intercom the green chat button.

